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AVAILABLE WEEK 43

HLA 3 L

For laptops: 12“ - 17“ (30,5 - 43,2 cm) 
Loads up to: 9 kg 
Compatible with VESA 75 / 100

30,5 - 43,2 cm 9 kg

12“- 17“

Laptop Adapter-Holder
for monitors arms

Even more mobility
for your laptop

Get the most out of your workspace. 
Our universal laptop monitor mount holder is the perfect upgrade for your study or office. 

The sturdy holder is easily mounted on your monitor arm or stand and frees up valuable space on your desk. 

The high-quality materials stand for reliability and durability and help protecting your laptop..  

Grab it now and make your laptop float.

e	UNIVERSAL COMPATIBLE – The adjustable holding plate   

 for different laptop sizes  can be combined with a variety of   

 monitor arms thanks to the VESA standard

e	FILIGREE POWER PACKAGE - carries laptops weighing  

 up to 9 kg safely and reliably at all times 

e	OPTIMIZED AIR CIRCULATION - open design for  

 better air supply and protection against overheating 

e	SPACE SAVING – more space on your desk and  

 maximum mobility for the laptop

  Assembly  

made easy!
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Z	OPTIMAL VIEWING HEIGHT - Two height settings to choose the perfect   

 viewing height for your laptop and noticeably improve working comfort

Z	UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY – iIt is suitable for various laptops and can be   

 combined with a variety of monitor mounts thanks to the VESA standard

Z	DURABLE AND SAFE - The robust construction supports laptops  

 weighting up to 5 kg absolutely safely 

Z	CLEVER AIR CIRCULATION - Improved air circulation helps regulate laptop   

 temperature during use and prevents overheating

30,5 - 43,2 cm 5 kg

12“- 17“
For laptops: 12“ - 17“ (30,5 - 43,2 cm) 
Loads up to: 5 kg 
Compatible with VESA 75

FOLDABLE 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

&

The practical helper for everyday work 

The height-adjustable shelf brings your laptop to eye level and  

prevents unpleasant back and neck pain.  

Attach the laptop next to the screen and gain valuable work space 

on the desk. The open design of the laptop saves way and any heat 

is dissipated fast.

2 height settings

Foldable Design
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EVERYTHING 
IN SIGHT

HLA 4 L
Laptop Adapter-Holder 
for monitor arms
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Relaxed working wherever you are. 
The laptop stand folds flat to save space and fits into any backpack or laptop bag -  

ideal for on the go. 

Non-slip silicone pads keep the devices securely in place and the high-quality aluminum makes it a real 

eye-catcher. An open design saves unnecessary weight and prevents the device from overheating.

Laptop Riser

AVAILABLE WEEK 43

HT 19 L

For laptops: 11“ - 15“ (28 - 38 cm) 
Loads up to: 10 kg 
Material: aluminum, silicone

THE TAKE AWAY 
WORKDESK

28 - 38 cm 10 kg

11“- 15“

u	SPACE-SAVING - The foldable design makes the laptop stand  

 an essential companion for mobile working or business trips

u	VERSATILE COMBINATION - The practical stand is compatible  

 with a variety of laptop models and will surely fit your device

u	AIR CIRCULATION - The open design and elevated position  

 of the laptop ensure better airflow and heat dissipation

u	PREMIUM MATERIALS - High-quality aluminum and robust silicone  

 guarantee stability, safety and a long life

foldable
space sav ing
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X	THEFT PROTECTION - Never worry about  

 the security of your tablet again

X	UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY - The variable  

 holder easily adapts to a variety of tablets

X	360° ROTATABLE - Easily switch from portrait to   

 landscape format, so you can always display the   

 information you want in the best way

X	SPACE SAVING - Saves valuable space in hallways,   

 exhibition rooms or waiting areas

20 - 28 cm 1 kg

7,9“- 11“

360°

For most 7,9“ - 11“ (20 - 28 cm) tablets
Screen rotation: 360° 
Loads up to: 1 kg

The modern multimedia notice board 

Give your customers or visitors the opportunity to obtain information themselves  

and conveniently on the multimedia board. 

Perfect for reacting quickly to changing circumstances and focusing on what is important. 

The slim wall mount fits harmoniously into the surroundings and leaves plenty of space - even in small rooms.

exhibitions, trade fairs 

or as a signpost

perfect for 
Bracket for Tablets with anti-theft protection
HT 37 L

Your personal digital guide!

Anti-theft screw Portrait and  
landscape format

360°
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HT 39 L
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HT 38 L

For most 7,9“ - 11“ (20 - 28 cm) tablets 
Loads up to: 1 kg
Screen rotation: 360°
Tilt: + 20°~ - 110°
With cable management

With table mounting option Adjustable height: 790 - 1190 mm

20 - 28 cm 1 kg -110° – +20°

7,9“- 11“

360°

space saving

height adjustable

Universal Stand Holder for Tablets with anti-theft protection

Important news 
in a second!

The slim information point for your customers. 

Greet your guests and provide useful tips or informative entertainment in waiting areas.  

As a source of information at the trade fair stand, a description of the artist and work or even as a menu 

- the tablet holder always cuts a fine figure. The minimalistic stand blends into its surroundings smoothly 

and invites customers or visitors to linger and use the tablet.

X	UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY - The flexible holder is  

 suitable for a wide range of different tablets

X	FREELY ADJUSTABLE - Due to the individually  

 adjustable rotation and tilt, the tablet stand always   

 offers the best viewing angle

X	SECURE THEFT PROTECTION - Equipped with  

 a double theft protection system. Your tablet  

 is safe in public areas
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HZ 39 L

Provides storage room for power strips, cables etc.
Fixing to the table by screw mounting
Length 914 mm, width 95 mm
Loads: 5 kg 

FIGHT YOUR  
CABLE CHAOS
Cable management in no time

Cable Tray Organizer
for mounting under the table
The light-looking mesh offers plenty of space for all cables, power strips  

and power supplies and can easily handle a weight of up to 5 kg.  

The under-table cable management is installed in no time at all  

and tangled cables are eliminated in no time.

Additional free space on your desk and a tidy overall appearance  

of the workplace are making our solution an essential.

5 kg

U	SIMPLE ASSEMBLY - The brackets are screwed under  

 the table top and the cable duct is simply hooked in

U	FLEXIBLE VOLUME MESH – Easily adjustable  

 depending on how many cables or power supplies  

 need to be stored

U	CLEAN CABLE ORGANIZATION - The ideal solution  

 for stowing away cables and power strips safe and in  

 order

More order!
on the desk

due to screw fas ten ing
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Provides storage room for power strips, cables etc.
Fixing to the table by screw mounting or suspension
Length 590 mm, width 131 mm
Loads: 5 kg 5 kg

The HZ 47 L is the ideal solution for effectively organizing your cables and power supplies and  

freeing up space on the work surface. The compact design fits under any desk and still offers  

plenty of space for a variety of cables and power strips.

Additional free space on the work surface and a tidy overall appearance of the workplace  

make our solution indispensable. 

HZ 47 L
Cable Tray Organizer
for mounting under the table

hook in
screw down

The discreet solution for organizing your cables

NO MORE  
CABLE CLUTTER

z	EFFICIENT CABLE ORGANIZATION – the under-desk cable management  

 is the perfect answer to the tangled cables at your desk

z	SPACE-SAVING DESIGN - Bundles all cables and power strips  

 in one place and creates free space on the work surface

z	VERSATILE - Ideal for offices, home offices and entertainment centers 

z	UNIVERSAL FIT - With its compact dimensions, our solution  

 fits most desks and tabletops 

screw down

hook in

or


